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The Ghost Whisperer: A Real-Life Psychic’s Stories 2016-03-31
renowned psychic and ghostbuster katie coutts really can talk to ghosts in this book she recounts her own ghostly experiences with spine tingling and often humorous case studies of
notorious and not so notorious ghosts she introduces to the ghosts she has known from the phantom horseman to the ghost who made the bed

The Australian Ghost Whisperer 2012-01-31
i opened the door and could just smell the blood and gunshots i could sense these people who were still in agony because they were caught in the moment of being shot it was so
intense that excruciating pain this is the intriguing insight into the world of a sydney psychic healer caterina ligato first communicated with spirits at the age of three and has since
come to accept her gift for dealing with the supernatural and to use her talent to help people in need her stories of exorcism healing sessions and spiritual communication have spread
through word of mouth lectures and workshops so that she now receives requests for help from around the world this is a fascinating and honest story of the astounding personal
experiences and relationships between a psychic and the spiritual world

The Medium Next Door 2011
medium maureen hancock shares stories of how she has used her gift to communicate with the dead help with searches for missing children and teach others about life after death and
offers guided exercises

The Medium Next Door 2011-05-02
at just five years old maureen hancock discovered her ability to communicate with the dead descended from a long line of legendary irish mystics she was no stranger to the spiritual
realm but for fear of being misunderstood by her friends and family she kept the otherworldly messages to herself eventually suppressing them completely maureen wouldn t hear the
spirits again until she was in a near fatal car crash soon after she had hundreds of voices in her head many of which helped her crack cases and expose fraud in her role as a litigation
paralegal at a large boston law firm then when tragedy struck on 9 11 maureen was bombarded with messages from the spirit world as each one made contact with her she finally came
to terms with her calling to communicate with the deceased assist the dying search for missing children and teach the living about life after death all the while raising her children in her
suburban home maureen hancock is literally is the medium next door and in this book and through her stories of her encounters with the otherworld as well as guided exercises at the
conclusion of each chapter she offers the same comfort and wisdom she shares in her healing encounters and lectures about what is out there waiting for all who are open to its
mysteries

Ghost Whisperer Suzie 2014-03-18
we are all connected yet we are individuals there is still much we all can experience and grow from during our journeys in this life and the next in ghost whisperer suzieheaven on earth
author suzie price narrates the story of her life journeyher experiences her thoughts her beliefs and her understanding of spirituality price known as ghost whisperer suzie is one of
australias top psychics and has been featured on television and radio and in magazines and newspapers she provides a look at her varied life as well as gives insight into her
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experiences as a physic medium including her near death experience as a child she shares the good and bad and the highs and lows she faced through depression anxiety and nervous
breakdowns through the stories included in ghost whisperer suzieheaven on earth price seeks to inspire others to reach for their dreams become their best selves and find success and
happiness in life despite the obstacles

The Ghost Whisperer 2009-06-01
renowned psychic and ghostbuster katie coutts really can talk to ghosts in this book she recounts her own ghostly experiences with spine tingling and often humorous case studies of
notorious and not so notorious ghosts she introduces to the ghosts she has known from the phantom horseman to the ghost who made the bed contents introduction katie coutts and
her amazing paranormal work katie s own encounters with ghosts including the germans soldiers who wouldn t go home and the car that moved by itself the ghostly experiences of
some of her clients such as the remorseful nun and the sister that never was famous ghosts katie reinterprets many well known ghost stories ghost stories from readers of katie s
column in the sun the best 25 out of the thousands she has received

When Ghosts Speak 2007-10-22
in the bestselling tradition of rosemary altea and john edwards comes the memoir of mary ann winkowski the real life ghost whisperer and consultant on the top 30 cbs show ghost
whisperer starring jennifer love hewitt lights flicker on and off for no good reason you feel drained and inexplicably irritable your four year old is scared to enter her bedroom tell these
things to mary ann winkowski and she ll tell you that you have a ghost a happily married devout catholic suburban mother and full time paranormal investigator mary ann winkowski
has been able to see earthbound spirits spirits that are trapped on earth and haven t crossed over since she was a little girl mary ann works with these spirits to help them make peace
with what keeps them here whether it be people they can t let go of or homes they love in when ghosts speak mary ann will tell the amazing story of growing up with this gift and will
share tips on how to recognize when you re not alone and what to do if you are in the presence of a ghost

Ghost Whisperer: The Spirit Guide 2008-11-25
starring jennifer love hewitt ghost whisperer is the sometimes chilling sometimes heart rending hit drama inspired by the work of real life mediums melinda gordon has the gift the
ability to see and talk with the spirits of dead people while running an antique store and settling into married life in a small town melinda helps ghosts who are trapped between worlds
to cross over to the other side by communicating with the living in order to resolve their unfinished business this full color spirit guide contains information on communicating with
ghosts in the real world as well as a comprehensive guide to the world of the show packed with exclusive interviews stunning photos and an episode summary

Watching Over Us 2011-12-31
bestselling author james van praagh is the celebrity medium whose work is a major inspiration behind the hit tv show ghost whisperer during his international career as a messenger of
the spirit world he has been astounded by the incredible proof of life after death and he has been amazed by how involved the spirits are in our daily lives our loved ones may have
passed over yet they still care this dazzling book is brimming with stories that show how keen the spirits are to help us learn from their mistakes so we can avoid the traps that caught
them out on earth watching over us is a life manual with a difference full of wisdom from the other side empowering us to have our time again here and now
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Angels Of Apollo 2022-01-18
have you ever wanted to be with an angel do you sometimes want to know what it is like to have an angel by your side the truth is angels are the love of your life they have ways to
communicate with you that is out of this world many believe that angels chose humans before they are born if you want to know more about angels this book is for you

Ghosts Among Us 2009-10-13
everything you always wanted to know about ghosts but were too afraid to ask from a very young age james van praagh was aware of a dimension that most of us cannot see and he
has dedicated his life to explaining it to the rest of us the new york times bestseller ghosts among us takes us on an incredible journey into the spirit world that brings to light one of our
greatest mysteries what happens to us after we die

Ghost Whisperer Suzie 2014-03
we are all connected yet we are individuals there is still much we all can experience and grow from during our journeys in this life and the next in ghost whisperer suzie heaven on earth
author suzie price narrates the story of her life journey her experiences her thoughts her beliefs and her understanding of spirituality price known as ghost whisperer suzie is one of
australia s top psychics and has been featured on television and radio and in magazines and newspapers she provides a look at her varied life as well as gives insight into her
experiences as a physic medium including her near death experience as a child she shares the good and bad and the highs and lows she faced through depression anxiety and nervous
breakdowns through the stories included in ghost whisperer suzie heaven on earth price seeks to inspire others to reach for their dreams become their best selves and find success and
happiness in life despite the obstacles

The Book of Illumination 2009-10-06
the criminal underworld meets the spiritual otherworld in this thrilling debut collaboration between the inspiration for television s the ghost whisperer and an award winning writer
director anza o malley is in most ways a typical single mom she lives a happy busy life with her five year old son in cambridge massachusetts juggling the joys and challenges of life as
a doting parent and a freelance bookbinder but there is more to anza than meets the ungifted eye she can see and speak with ghosts although she s been solving cold cases for the
police for years anza has been hoping to focus her energies on her son and her bookbinding career but when an exquisite and priceless illuminated manuscript is stolen from the boston
athenaeum and when its desecration spurs the appearance of some very unhappy spirits anza can neither look nor walk away with an unlikely trio of ghosts by her side a charming
butler and two medieval monks anza leads us on an urgent journey through boston s winding cobbled streets to uncover a trail of deceit danger and ghoulish intrigue

Unfinished Business 2009-05-05
he helps a lot of people he really is a healer i think he s basically on this earth right now at this time and place to heal he is the real thing i can t tell you how many times he s been right
with me shirley maclaine it has such a hopeful message even though he s telling stories of the dead it s really about living your life better and inspiring people to not have unfinished
business jennifer love hewitt james van praagh world famous medium co executive producer of the primetime series ghost whisperer and author of the new york times bestseller ghosts
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among us is back with unfinished business fans of sylvia browne and john edward will find this a useful and reassuring guide for the living from those who have passed on

Ghost Whisperer: Ghost Trap 2009-03-31
since she was a little girl melinda gordon could talk to the dead earthbound spirits as her grandmother called them melinda came to understand that the spirits are trapped and in need
she listens tries to understand what keeps them from crossing over and helps them find what they need to be free it s not easy but with time and patience her gift allows her to come to
bring those spirits to peace the sound of a mournful lullaby has been haunting melinda in her sleep the song of a ghost who doesn t seem ready or willing to accept her help knowing
that earthbound spirits are often confused and troubled melinda feels that with time she will make a connection but there is no time the melodic tapestry that the ghostly singer is
weaving with her words meant to comfort a child has become a trap lulling the young listeners into such a deep sleep that no one can ever awaken them it takes one child then another
and another until all across the town children are drawn in by the gentle song their lives slowly slipping away even melinda with her knowledge of the spirit world finds herself being
pulled into the beautiful snare where she nearly loses herself only then does melinda begin to worry that this is a spirit so troubled so heartsick that it may be beyond her help

Holy Ghosts 2010-09-16
in this remarkable true story the haunting of a long island household forces a respected writer and editor to reevaluate the mysteries of life and death as he struggles with the
frightening truths of his childhood home and his town s past growing up in rockville center long island gary jansen never believed in ghosts his mother a devoutly catholic woman with a
keen sense for the uncanny claimed that their family house was haunted but jansen never found anything inexplicable in how their doorbell would sometimes ring of its own accord or in
the mysterious sounds of footsteps or breaking glass that occasionally would fill their home or even in his mother s sometimes unsettlingly accurate visions of future events and
tragedies though he once experienced a supernatural encounter in a prague church as a young man jansen grew up into a rationalist as well as a noted writer and editor decades later
in 2001 jansen moved back into the very same house where he had once grown up to raise a family with his wife one day in 2007 he encountered a strange physical sensation in his
toddler son s bedroom as i reached into his dresser drawer i felt something very strange behind me startled i quickly turned around but there was nothing there i shrugged it off
grabbed the socks and as i was walking to the doorway experienced an odd phenomenon sort of like an electrical hand rubbing the length of my back i stopped and stood transfixed
what the hell is that i said to myself the pressure then seemed to break apart and for a brief moment i felt like i had a million little bugs crawling all over my back within seconds
however the sensation was gone this became the first step in uncovering a frightening fullblown haunting in his home a phenomenon that lasted an entire year and eventually included
unveiling the identities of the spirits who occupied his house discovering the chilling story of a century old murder in his hometown encountering mind boggling coincidences between
local history and events in his own family and finally engaging in a climactic exorcism with the help of mary ann winkowski the real life inspiration for tv s the ghost whisperer the events
of that year in which jansen s family was terrified of and terrorized by ghosts in their own home forever changed how he viewed the mysteries of life and death holy ghosts is not only a
gripping true life ghost story but a funny and touching memoir as well as a meditation on the relationship between religion and the paranormal which are often considered at odds with
each other but which the author shows are intimately linked

Ghost Whisperer: The Empty Desk 2015-10-06
for years a single desk at grandview elementary school has sat empty avoided by every child who passes through its classroom across town a mother waits for a daughter who didn t
return home and from a distance a young woman mourns the sister she lost only melinda gordon can communicate with the spirit of the little girl who occupied the empty desk alone
and afraid the child harbours a secret that is stopping her from moving on and it is up to melinda to help the child resolve her past and bring closure to those she loved based on the hit
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television series ghost whisperer the new novel the empty desk continues the story of melinda gordon a young woman with the extraordinary ability to see and communicate with
ghosts who uses this gift to help spirits cross over into the spirit world

As Alive, So Dead 2011-11-08
as alive so dead is a collection of memoirs by a woman with a unique ability she can see and talk to ghosts because of this she is able to write a book that shows the human side of the
paranormal stories about ghosts told from the perspectives of the ghosts themselves recounting the stories of those who have died in a variety of ways as alive so dead looks at death
through the eyes of the victims of murder suicide and accident as well as glimpses into the afterlife of native americans patients kept alive on life support and even animals far from the
sensationalized tales of most ghost lore as alive so dead presents real stories of troubled people both the living and the dead not simply the terror of sinister manifestations as alive so
dead is a lesson on death and the immortality of the spirit that only someone who can actually speak with the deceased could teach originally published in 2000 with a limited run as
alive so dead sold out immediately and had been out of print ever since over the next decade mary ann winkowski inspired and served as a consultant to tv s ghost whisperer which
starred jennifer love hewitt and ran on cbs for five seasons she also published four additional books including when ghosts speak beyond delicious the ghost whisperer s cookbook and
two works of fiction based on her experiences despite this the one thing she has been repeatedly asked by fans and clients over the years is where they can get a copy of her first
memoir as alive so dead finally back in print these requests can now be filled the second edition of as alive so dead has been reformatted for better readability and includes the last
names of mary ann and her ghostwriter david powers who previously left their last names off the book and published it simply as mary ann and david christopher

The Reluctant Ghost Whisperer 2018-10-10
all you need is love or so they say owning a building company means long hours lonely days and too much physical labour when adam barrow employs a fit capable guy life begins to
look up his business thrives from the extra muscle and so does adam being around chatty johnny really helps the time fly past adam is shy and inexperienced in ways of the heart but
very soon his awkwardness eases and he finds himself flirting and having fun johnny sparrow has a mysterious past and seems to have a knack of stirring up inexplicable presences
from the day he arrives on a motorbike weird things begin to happen like strange noises and creepy mists even motorbike angus has a personality all you need is love but can adam
find the strength to confront the ghostly goings on can johnny find a use for the egg whisk and can angus really carry them both to safety a story of paranormal divas supernatural
aromas and head over heels romance

Jayce Ventura - Ghost Whisperer 2019-05
it says a lot about a person when their best friend is a ghost jayce ventura ghost detective has nothing but the deceased as friends with no love life no social life and only ben and jerry
who ll put up with her something s gotta give but what when drake edwin comes to her for help in finding closure with his nephew s death jayce is dragged out of her apathy and into
the weird and wonderful world of emotion only trouble is drake s nephew didn t od he was murdered and jayce is the only one who can make good this situation mixing work and
pleasure is never the best idea but when you throw murder into the scenario it gets a thousand times worse only a helping hand from the other side will get this duo together but even
ghosts can be bitter will drake and jayce ever make it or were they broken before they managed to meet this book is a sweet paranormal romance with a kickass heroine who isn t
afraid to swear eat too much ice cream or come face to face with things that go bump in the night what does freak her out is love
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Spirit Sisters 2011-08-29
spirit sisters illuminates the very personal ghost stories of ordinary australian women journalist karina machado has listened to many of these stories and within these pages captures
the sorrow fear comfort and hope that go along with them here she passes on their secrets and shares those incredible moments when someone leans in to whisper their tale and the
hairs on the back of your neck stand up whether you believe in the afterlife or not reading this book will lead you to question your reality and wonder maybe

Ghost Whisperer: Plague Room 2008-11-25
just an ordinary day in grandview with customers at the village java looking for that perfect caffeine fix and lookylous being transformed into buyers by the eclectic assortment of
antiques at same as it never was but there s nothing ordinary about the blur of activity at jack s dry cleaning where shirts are spinning on the racks and dresses are dancing without
their owners a spirit has taken up residence in the store and although melinda gordon usually can sort out what s keeping a spirit from crossing over this particular one is frustratingly
uncommunicative after a week of trying the store owner is convinced that melinda will never succeed then self acclaimed spiritual consultant wendy king comes to town guaranteeing
success in moving spirits to the afterlife for a fee but wendy s methodology involves trapping and forcing spirits into the light and she pays no heed when melinda tells her that what she
is doing is wrong and dangerous after a young couple inherits the old ray mansion and asks for help selling the antiques that fill the house melinda pushes aside her concerns about
wendy but the old house holds a terrible secret and a spirit that melinda cannot budge the frightened owners turn to wendy king who forces the spirit to cross over despite melinda s
pleadings but wendy s actions release an evil unyielding spirit one who promises to release a flood of disease and terror on the town starting with the people closest to the ghost
whisperer

Ghost Whisperer 2019-05-24
funny notebook and journal makes for a perfect gift everyone wants to have a little fun in life and this notebook and journal is a great way to share that laughter and humor with others
whether you are a fan of sloths unicorns mermaids or poop emoji we have a perfect note book for you this hilarious bold and unique booklet is perfect for keeping around the house
putting on your desk for everyone to see at work or even to pass along as gift to a friend or coworker it also makes for a great personal gift to yourself or one for a friend or family
member heck on top of all of that it makes for a great journal to take notes or write about whatever is going on in everyday life pass one of these copies around the work office and see
how many people get a good laugh out of it and if you love colors you will also enjoy the usages of blue purple yellow red pink and orange on the front and back cover designs while also
seeing a wonderful animal emoji or character on the back cover need to take notes jot down a new business plan have a daily diary or journal it s all possible with this funny inspirational
and motivational booklet that is perfect for everyday life school to do lists and pretty much any other component of life size 6 x 9 paper lined white paper pages 124 pages cover soft
cover matte order your copy today

Ghost Whisperer 2006
ligato offers a behind the scenes examination and generous insight into the the forces she confronts in her work as a psychic healer her personal story and perspective demystifies
much of the myth and sheds light on the paranormal phenomena of lost souls hauntings spirit possession and occult malpractice
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Ghosthunters 2007-07-13
in ghosthunters john kachuba explores some of america s great haunts while he introduces us to the people who actually go searching for ghosts his writing takes the reader on a
haunted journey it s like riding shotgun with him while he creeps through haunted asylums abandoned farmhouses and historic battlefields and speaks with some of the biggest names
in this field of study if something goes bump in the night have no fear john kachuba won t be far behind jeff belanger founder of ghostvillage com and author of the world s most
haunted places why do ghosts fascinate so many people to answer that question writer and paranormal researcher john kachuba aka the ghosthunter investigates haunted locations
throughout the country and interviews scores of people who have had paranormal encounters the author discovers a growing interest in ghosts today which has spurred an american
pop culture phenomenon based on the supernatural combining his case reports of actual hauntings discussions with leading figures in the paranormal world and stories about related
subjects buying ghosts on ebay buying and selling haunted houses ghost tourism ghosthunters presents an intriguing and witty look at america s paranormal world set off down the trail
of the paranormal and read about a ghost hunt in a connecticut coffee shop with lay religious demonologist david considine spending the night with the ghost of miss lily at st augustine
florida s historic st francis inn spiritualist minister rev rose vanden eynden s abilities to talk with the dead the search for the headless inmate on a ghost hunt at west virginia s
moundsville state penitentiary

Ghost Whisperer: Revenge 2008-09-30
on a chilly spring night in grandview reformed tough guy gordon reese makes a final break with his old ways bidding farewell to his roughneck buddies at the whetstone bar but a
vicious killer makes certain that gordon s farewell will be final indeed and now the haunting begins gordon s murder has sparked a return to his violent ways and his embittered spirit is
quickly learning how to physically unleash his fury he hunts down craig lusak the last man to see gordon alive and begins to terrorize him mercilessly in a rage fueled by vengeance
anger and unrelenting bloodlust problem is gordon may be haunting the wrong man when ghost whisperer melinda gordon begins to investigate the murder she discovers a terrified
lusak who though desperate to ward off his ghostly tormentor is secretive about his involvement with gordon reese s death melinda s interference provokes the killer to begin stalking
her and she becomes the next target of his obsessive homicidal rage for each minute that the murder goes unsolved lusak grows weaker and melinda faces increasing danger in the
ultimate battle between good and evil will gordon reese overcome his demons in time to save melinda from his killer or will gordon s unquenchable thirst for revenge lead her to a
horrific end

Ghosts of Cielo Drive 2019-10-03
i wrote the book from my own unique perspective regarding the spirits or ghosts amongst us one not commonly seen or shown on tv and rarely discussed however i live in what one
paranormal expert declared the mount everest of haunted houses and the disneyland for the dead and have now for over 17 years with no problems or issues while just down the drive
from my house one of the most gruesome and notorious murders of our time was committed on august 8th 1969 when charles manson s family descended on roman polanski s
residence on cielo drive in beverly hills and brutally murdered 5 people including polanski s wife pregnant sharon tate now my home is visited by far more than those who were killed
down from my home the house seems to be a ghost flophouse according to mary anne winkowski the real life ghost whisperer she is convinced that it truly is a one of a kind location
and my attitude towards my unseen house guests is also unheard of you see i don t and am not afraid of the spirits that visit and hang out here my thoughts are that we all will pass
from this earth and those who have passed before us returning to visit us isn t something to be scared about quite to the contrary i believe it is unique to have such an experience and
that it s a positive to be one of the few who has had an encounter with a spirit my motto is you have more to fear from the living than you do the dead
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The Ghost Hunter Next Door 2017-09-15
the first rule of being a ghost whisperer don t tell anyone seriously don t sure it might sound harmless a fun party trick even i assure you it s not how do i know well let s just say that i
ve had a lot of experience with this sort of thing and nine times out of ten it turns into an all consuming disaster being plagued by needy ghosts twenty four seven is one thing being
harassed by a horde of curious or worse grieving flesh and blood people is an entirely different circus i mean really who wants to hold an impromptu séance in the middle of the cereal
aisle not me and the manager of the grocery store probably isn t too crazy about the idea either so that s it if you re a ghost whisperer just keep your mouth shut and act normal ghosts
what ghosts now if only i would start listening to my own advice the ghost hunter next door is the first book in the beechwood harbor ghost mysteries series perfect for fans of angie fox
and kristen painter

Medium Down Under 2012
the brill handbook of spiritualism and channeling marks the first extensive collection on these two interrelated movements and examines themes such as gender race performance and
technology in each instance

Handbook of Spiritualism and Channeling 2015-03-31
in the rainy forest of the santa cruz mountains in the small town of brookdale in the long uninhabited pebble brook lodge exist four ghosts who stand in the way of 13 year old pepper
connelly s search for the truth was pepper s friend willie responsible for his sister karen s death pepper believes he s innocent and has only two weeks to prove it in this sequel to the
award winning the castle blues quake pepper s chef parents take her and her little sister sage on another restaurant venture to renovate the pebble brook lodge with her ghost
whisperer powers pepper slowly discovers there are four ghosts each with his or her own haunting agenda one of the unique features of the lodge is a creek running through the large
dining room pepper learns that in 1966 a thirteen year old girl karen drowned in the creek her ten year old brother willie hullett was accused of being responsible for her death willie
now middle aged lives with his mother in a cabin in the woods mrs hullett has never forgiven willie for her beloved daughter s death as pepper secretly becomes acquainted with willie
and sees his gentle nature and his beautiful life like carvings she s convinced he did not kill his sister with the help of her friend ally cressman pepper sets out to prove willie s innocence
with ouija board sessions hauntings by four different ghosts and time travel to 1939 and 1966 pepper discovers there s more to karen s death than she or anyone in brookdale would
have ever guessed

The Ghosts of Pebble Brook Lodge 2015-10-25
are you fascinated by the spirit world ever wanted to learn more about connecting with those in spirit but weren t sure how to make a connection have you ever sensed the presence of
a spirit in your house or around you and you didn t quite know what to do about it this book answers these questions and many others it gives straight to the point guidance about
communicating with spirit great part is you don t have to be a professional medium to be able to do it if you are interested in this subject and want to learn want to become a medium
this book is for you this book provides the most important information you need to know in order to communicate with spirit and better understand paranormal
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How to Be A Medium - Tap Into the Paranormal, Connect with Ghost and Spirits 2013-06-28
spiritual medium and healer rosemary altea touched the lives of millions with her new york times bestseller the eagle and the rose in this classic work altea described how she
discovered her gift and recounted the miraculous experiences she had in her early years of connecting the living with the dead in a matter of life and death she shares inspiring new
stories of working with her spirit guide grey eagle to help sick and troubled people heal to help people recognize their true path in life or to help people find peace in reuniting with
departed loved ones born and raised in england from the time she was a young girl rosemary altea heard voices and had visions of people who had died but feeling threatened by her
mother the young rosemary kept silent about the strange menacing faces she saw in the dark in the 1970s now in her mid thirties with a ten year old daughter of her own rosemary was
abandoned by her husband nearing rock bottom emotionally she began to nurture her spiritual gifts she claims it was her spirit guide grey eagle who advised her to publish her first
book the eagle and the rose even as the world has come to accept even revere people who have the ability to communicate with the dead with various mediums gracing the bestseller
list and with such television shows as the medium and ghost whisperer high in the ratings in recent years rosemary altea has had to struggle to realize the transformational power of her
work from defending her integrity as a medium in a vicious lawsuit to coping with the loss of a friend who was very close to her heart now altea brings us a matter of life and death
detailing a new chapter in her rich personal history as she recounts story after story of remarkable encounters with the spirit world encounters that will amaze and inspire altea s
millions of fans

A Matter of Life and Death 2008-04-17
a personal account of one woman s experiences and revelations of an afterlife following her husband s sudden death an expression of the depth of love that bound two people together
even beyond death kirkus reviews diana hewsons husband ed passed away suddenly of a heart attack in may of 2003 they were extremely close and had somewhat isolated themselves
from friends since they mainly enjoyed just being together they had no children and no close relatives diana was alone except for some good friends initially she had a hard time
comprehending what had happened but she knew that it was up to her to proceed with life diana and ed had been married for thirty four years they were not religious and they did not
believe in life after death when ed did die several close friends suggested that ed would be communicating since they were so close diana was appreciative of their words and thoughts
but did not believe them then unexplainable things began to happen and about four months after his passing ed managed to make diana realize they were right ed was still there and
communicating this is dianas amazing story of how she learned that when someone close dies it is not an end to the relationship the relationship merely changes form she now knows
there is life after death diana wrote this book to help others work through the grief from losing a loved one by understanding there is life after death and we are all truly immortal

Immortal 2011-02-04
a blazing fire killed her family and devoured her home a vengeful demon haunted her ghosts of the revolutionary war needed help that only she could provide a young woman
languished desperate to survive and teetered on the edge of sanity mehitable grew up in a freshly tamed town carved from the primeval forest family friends and working at the
mercantile filled her days and warmed her heart for mehitable life was simple and safe until tragedy struck when her family perished in their burning home she retreated into a world of
her own making as a young girl she had seen glimmers glimpses and flickers of the spirit world she closed her eyes she turned her back she ignored the apparitions that she never
spoke of desperately hoping they would leave her in peace she was mistaken grief stricken mehitable withdrew from the human world ghosts were everywhere they became bolder she
could no longer turn her back on the spirit world her friends feared for her survival nobody understood her she would have to find her own way fans of tv s ghost whisperer and long
island medium will especially love she sees ghosts this historical novel features memorable characters and delivers bone tingling spine chilling goosebumps it stands on its own and it is
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the next installment in the adirondack spirit series by the award winning author of wanders far an unlikely hero s journey david fitz gerald delivers a historical novel with a bittersweet
ending that you won t see coming would she save the spirits souls or would they save her only time would tell

The Australian Ghost Whisperer 2012
beyond delicious the ghost whisperer s cookbook includes more than 100 recipes given to her through communication with spirits of great cooks who have passed on arranged as 2
page spreads each entry includes a recipe as well as the story of how the author came to learn it beyond delicious then is part cookbook and part ghost story anthology together these
elements create the most entertaining cookbook of the season

She Sees Ghosts - The Story of a Woman Who Rescues Lost Souls 2020-10-25
while investigating complaints in ranch country western montana government employee susana kader is run off the road by a bizarre glowing horse and rider she s afraid someone s
trying to scare her away but she s much more frightened when she realizes it s not a human but a ghost cowboy on a phantom horse following a strange glowing rider to a remote
portion of the high paradise ranch foreman reede munro finds susana stranded her first touch sends sparks racing through him but her vague answers about her reason for being on the
ranch spike his curiosity unable to resist their wild mutual attraction they spend a hot afternoon in his bed the ghostly presence is determined to meddle though and reede enlists the
help of the ranch s resident ghost whisperer who reveals shocking information that will change reede s life forever but he s not the only one with secrets and when susana s are exposed
she knows her days with reede are over can fate intercede before reede and susana make the biggest mistake of their lives

Beyond Delicious: The Ghost Whisperer's Cookbook 2011-09-13
arriving in a village hannah feared she would be bored but that was before she discovered the cranky grandmother was a ghost whisperer nothing would be the same again in the small
and enchanting town of little wigham secrets veil the truth and danger lurks in the shadows when hannah seeks refuge with her bad tempered grandmother little does she know that
she possesses untapped psychic powers waiting to be awakened as she unravels the mysteries of the village s past she becomes entangled in a deadly game where two unsolved
murders spanning fifteen years hold the key to her destiny will hannah s newfound abilities lead her straight to the chilling presence of the killer within their midst join her on a
mesmerising journey of self discovery peril and the irresistible allure of the supernatural that will leave you yearning for more

Unforgiven Spirit 2015-10-19
fantastic i ve learned there s much more to this valley than first meets the eye i had no idea the dead population was so lively here truly dwyer brings the past to life mick winter author
of the napa valley book filled with fascinating historical details that few locals even know the book is eerily convincing in its convictions santa rosa ca press democrat a handy guide to
curdling your blood and raising your hair napa valley register serving as a guide to one of america s most treasured lands the ghost hunter s guide to california s wine country takes
readers to the rolling hills old wineries and beautiful vineyards of the california wine country with more than eighty haunted locations described in great historical detail experienced and
novice ghost hunters alike can search this famous region for encounters with ghosts of explorers indians soldiers and others recommended locations include the famous novelist jack
london s homestead where apparitions and other phenomena have been experienced many believe london s ghost still haunts his beloved ranch after traveling the vineyards and
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wineries the counties of napa and sonoma offer more ghostly adventures the cinedome movie house in napa is said to hold the ghosts of an older couple who were often found cuddling
in the back of the theatre in sonoma hauntings have occurred in the popular park known as the plaza sem yeto one of the last pomo indian chiefs is buried in the park s northwest
corner and some have witnessed the spirit of his ghost wandering the site about the author ghost hunting guru jeff dwyer a resident of the california wine country has been fascinated
with ghosts since childhood he is an experienced paranormal investigator and the author of ghost hunter s guide to the san francisco bay area ghost hunter s guide to los angeles ghost
hunter s guide to new orleans and ghost hunters guide to seattle and puget sound all published by pelican

The Ghost Whisperer's Assistant 2008-09-26

Ghost Hunter's Guide to California's Wine Country
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